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To: Alissa Feldman LOCAC, Carolyn LOCAC Atkinson, Jeff LOCAC Weir, Jon Eric Storm, Julia Storek Oberhoff,
Larry LOCAC Bender, Louis Tornatzky CSD, Marshall Ochylski CSD, Michael Wright CSD, Nathananiel LOCAC
Blair, Tom LOCAC Cantwell, Vicki LOCAC Milledge

Minutes LOCAC Traffic and Circulation
February 9, 2016
‐ Call to Order ‐ 5:35pm
Attendees ‐ A.Feldman/LOCAC, J.Allen, B.Boyd, D.Bowlus, J.Kreps, L.Sterner, J.Sterner, J.Ghent/SLO Co
Public Works, J.Harper/LOCAC
THANK YOU each for attending and your participation.
‐ County Updates ‐ J.Ghent
Discussion on 4th and Pismo intersection, traffic calming project ‐ County installed chicane the end of
December; there is a 2mph decrease in speed within area; there is no center line control ‐ vehicles are
crossing line when driving through intersection; there is a 90 day waiting period protocol, before
further work in area/on project; there is currently work debris still in area, which tends to slow
drivers. Committee to send letter to County Public Works to modify center line situation prior to 90
day protocol ‐ due to unsafe center line control. Jan to draft ‐ check with Chair on how to send, will
send to out for input and get to County ASAPractical.

County will start the process for a traffic light at Nipomo and South Bay Blvd.
Brought to Jeremy's attention that micro seal on 4th street, between Pismo and street to the north, is
showing small cracks, curious if this is noticable in other areas of LOWWP. Question asked about tree
stumps ‐ why they are not grounded down ‐ not normal protocol, there has to be a safety issue ‐ in
past years perhaps 3 stumps within County jurisdiction were ground down to soil surface. Pine street
speed signs missing in south part of stree, between Rosina and LOVR ‐ question asked about a
crosswalk at Rosina on Pine, Jeremy explained process to group.
‐ Rosina Status/between Pine and Doris ‐ J.Ghent
Jeremy explained County's interpretation of current maps, deeds and records. Part of usable grid
within Los Osos, as other non‐County maintained roads/passageways. Resident in area talked about
history of deed, arrival of school in area/decision made on street access, bollards on Doris ‐ different
opinion articulated. Discussed need for collaboration and cooperation to get anything accomplished
to calm traffic and change flow of traffic.
‐ Ideas ‐ Safe Routes to School ‐ Monarch Grove ‐ the committee is interested in looking into and
understanding the Safe Routes to School Program and understanding the process. Jeremy explained
that it is mainly for safe walkways and we would work with him on our education. SLOCOG is for data
gathering and education on the use of funds. This may be an area where we can understand and
recommend to the County and School District ideas for opening up the neighborhoods to safer
walkways. Will not address street issues ‐ closed streets, unpaved streets that are used within the
area.
‐ Future Agenda Items ‐ none
‐ Adjourn
Next T&C Mtg Tuesday March 8th, 5:30pm
Next LOCAC mtg ‐ Thursday February 25th, 7pm SBCC

LOCAC election cycle has begun ‐ all Districts have open Board positions ‐ contact Jan,
jtlocac@gmail.com
, for further information if interested. Please talk to neighbors and friends about
LOCAC.

‐‐
Jan Harper
LOCAC District 2

If you can't change your fate, change your attitude ‐ Amy Tan

